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ABSTRACT

Electronic Instrumentation for Measuring Energy

Requirenents for Tillage Systens

by

Supawadee Chongrian

Current energy suppLies are finite and are being depleted at an

' increasing rate. Tillage systens that can produce acceptable yields as

well as conserving fuel, soil and water nust be developed if the food-

energy dilenna is to be successfully solved. In this study electronic

instrurnentation was developed to measure drawbar pull and fuel consump-

tion for a tractor pulling a tillage implement. With these data, energy

required for tillage v\ras deternined.

A semiconductor pressure transducer and a turbine fuel flow

transducer were used as the sensors for draft and fuel flow, respectively.

Energy requirernents per hectare, fuel consumption per hectare, actual

ground speed, slip, soil penetToneter resistance and soil noisture

content were also observed. Two soil types, a titled Osborne Clay and

an Osborne Clay with Fababean stubble at the G1enlea Research Station,

University of Manitoba, were tilled in these experinents. A conventional

hydraulic dynamorneter was used as a reference to which draft as measured

by the semiconductor pressure transducer was conpared. Actual field

speeds and slips were measured by conventional methods '

The electronic instrumentation developed was field tested by

determining the draft requirements for a hoe driil, a spike-toothed

harrow, a disker seeder and a double disk harrow. The electronic system

involved a regulated voltage povrer supply for the electrical transducers.

The output signal was'converted to a frequency nodulated signal for

L
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recording on a portable cassette tape recorder. Laboratory analysis

demodulated the signal for conparison of the data to the data recorded

on the conventional strip chart pressure recorder.

The static calibration of the two pressure measuring systems

determined that the serniconductor pressure system was more accurate.

The uncertainties in the energy estimates based on pressui" *"rr,r"ements

by the semiconductor pressure transducer and the conventional strip

chart pressure recorder were about 2.7 percent and 5.8 percent,

respectívely.

The average unit drafts for the double disk, disker seeder, hoe

drill and the harrow were 2.7, L.6, 2.5 and 0.34 kN/¡n, respectively.

Energy requirements per hectare for these four tillage nachines were 27,

L6, 23 and 3.4 l4J/ha, respectively. Corresponding diesel fuel consump-

tions were estimated at 8.2, 5.5, 7.2 and 1.5 L/ha for the four tillage

machines, respectively, when a Ford 7700 Diesel tractor was used.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Three aspects of tillage operations

to nodern agriculture. The aspects are the

productivity, better utilization of energy,

environ¡nental effects of tillage operations.

systems have been introduced by agricultural

and soil scientists.

are of increasing importance

need to increase crop

and consideration of the

Several nodified tillage

engineers, plant scientists

As an industry agriculture is unique since it produces nore

energy than it consumes [13, 35] . Unfortunately agriculture nust compete

with other industries for fossil fuels which are being depleted.

In 1976 Canadian farms consuned approxinately 18 percent of the

total energy used in the food supply syste¡n. The on-farm energy use is

between 2.2 and 2.7 percent of total Canadian energy consumption I131.

It has been estimated that tillage operations required about 30 percent

of the energy used on farms. More than half of this tillage energy is

used in prirnary tillage operations [30].

Although on-farm energy consunption is only a small portion of

total Canadian energy consunption, its use represents a critical need

afirong producers. Under the pressures of limited energy supplies, higher

costs and increased demands for agricultural production, mÐI researchers

are interested in finding tire optimum tillage system to achieve higher

crop production with a reasonable economic investnent and at the same

r.: r-tr.:;:.:i:
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time to conserve soil and water.

Evaluation of tillage systems has been done in many ways. To

deternine the anount of fuel per hectare and the energy required fron a

tractor to perforn tillage operations involves the precise measurement

of the implement drawbar pull, the speed of operation and the amot¡nt of

fuel the tractor has consurned. These measurements must be done sinul-

taneously and the data properly evaluated if valid comparisons are to be

made.

In this study the developnent of electronic instrumentation for

measuring tiLlage energy requirements is based on the application of a

semiconductor strain gage pressure transducer and a turbine fuel florv

transducer. Serniconductor pressure transducers have been used for nany

years in aerospace and industrial applications. These transducers offer

the advantages of ruggedness, lol cost and relatively high output

voltage, i.e. 100 rnv at fuIl load. The semiconductor pressure transducer

measures pressure and produces a voltage signal which is proportional to

drawbar pull.

With regard to fuel consumption, the turbine fuel flow transducer

produces a current pulse signal whose frequency is proportional to the

rate of fuel flow. The average fuel consumption for the tillage opera-

tion can be determined by nonitoring the current pulse frequency over a

given time period.

Other factors which affect tillage energy requirements are soil

type, soil noisture content and soil plant cover 12,11, 72,23,26,281.

Soil penetiometer resistance and soil moisture content were measured in

the field testing part of this research.

Investigations have been conducted in Manitoba since 1968

j.- :.r .: :
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conparing zero tillage rvith conventional tillage operations. The effects

of the tillage operations on soil physical properties have been monitored

up to the end of harvesting and crop yields have been recorded as well

120, 23, 281. Zero-til1age results have indicated significant advantages

over conventional tillage but zero tillage has not been accepted widely

in Manitoba. No attempt has been nade to compare several tillage systems

with zero tillage based on energy requirenents.

The objectives of this study r{ere as follows:

1. To develop and test instrumentation for in-field tillage

energy studies. The parameters to be measured were drawbar pull and

fuel consunption.

2. To determine a nathematical relationship between tillage

energy requirements and fuel consuìnption for the specific tractor used

in these studies.

3. To compare energy requirernents and fuel consumption for five

different tillage systens used under Manitoba conditions.

4. To nonitor the effects of the tillage operations on soil

penetroneter resistance at the existing soil noisture contents.

I .-triir. r:_i¡
ìji::),.::,li:i.:.:'



CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

2.L Definitions

Tillage is the preparation of the soil for planting as well as a

process for keeping the soil loose and free fron weeds during the growth

of crops t25]. The objectives and fundamental purposes of primary

tillage are to prepare a suitable seedbed, to destroy competitive weeds

and to improve the physical condition of the soil.

Secondary tillage follows the deeper prinary tillage operation.

The general objectives are (i) to inplove the seedbed by greater pulver-

ization of the soil, (ii) to conserve noisture or reduce evaporation,

(iii) to cut up crop residue and cover crops and to mix vegetative

matteï with the top soil, (iv) to break up clods, firm the top soil, and

put the soil in better tilth for seeding and the germination of seeds,

(v) to destroy weeds on fallow lands, and (vi) to incorpolate and mix

fertilizers, pesticides or soil amendments into the soil.

2.2 Enerqy Requirements for Various Tillage Systens and Fietd Conditions

As energy from fossil fuel sources dwindles and subsequently

becomes more expensive, the efficient utilizatíon of energy resources

becomes a najor concern to agricultural producers. Many researchers are

working on both short and long range studies ained at conserving energy

by reducing fuel consumption in soil preparation.

Fr¿iìaa1!.¡?

lì. t:i: r 1\:t'
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has been conparing four surnmer fal1ow tillage methods with respect to

energy requirenents and wheat yields since 1963 1101. Their stucly

inctuded cornparisons of soil moisture storage, fuel efficiency and wheat

yiei.ds.

The study indicated that nachinery drawbar power requirements

varied greatly with soil conditions, particularly soil noisture. The

efficiency of the poÌ{er unit was highly correlated with the drawbar power

requirements. Fuel efficiency (k!\rh/L) improved as drawbar load increased.

The studies also indicated that crop yields were more dependent on

climatic conditions than on tiltago operations and that significant yield

differences due to tillage operations were found only in four out of

twelve years of the study.

Developnent of zero-ti1lage planting equipnent took place at the

üniversity of Manitoba, Agricultural Engineering Departnent, in 1975.

Forty-three crn dianeter plow coulters were installed in front of each pair

of disk openers on a standard double-disk opener grain drilI. The dril1

was for zero-tillage seeding of small grain and oil seed crops [4].

Advantages clairned for zero-til1age seeding of these crops

include reduced soil erosion, better weed control, increased soil

moisture, reduced labor requirements and, of najor current interest,

conservation of energy. The design of the zero-tillage attachment was

relatively simple so that farmers could copy the design and convert

existing dri1ls to zero-tillage dril1s.

Five different tillage systerns for Manitoba field conditions

were compared in a tillage study that started in 1976 1,321. TabIe 2.1,

illustrates the potential savings in energy and gives details for the

different tillage systerns. The tillage systen in which plowing is used



Systen No.

Table 2.L Hypothetícal Energy
Syste¡ns for Tillage

Tillage Operation

Fal 1

Spring

Moldboard plow
Light tillage
Harrow
Press drill

Fal I

Spring

Requirements for Five
Operations to the End

No. of Tirnes
Over Field

Deep tillage
Harrow
Discer seeder
Harrow

(Conventional
Val1ey)

Fal I
Spring

TOTALS

1

1
.,

1

Draft
Required

(r'¡/m)V

Different Tillage
of Seeding l32l

Tillage in Red River

Discer
Discer seeder
Harrow

TOTALS

Spring

10000
3500
600
730

TOTALS

Energy
Required

(MJ/ha)

2

1

1

2

14830

Discer seeder
Harrow

100
35
72
7.3

5000
600

3000
600

Ratio to
System 5

1

L

2

7s4 .3

9200

100
6

30
12

TOTALS

1

2

3000
3000
600

10 .6

148

6600

3000
600

30
30
12

10. L

3600

72

30
L2

42

4.9

2.9

;-:l
:¡i¡Ì
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Systen No.

!/

Zero-ti Ilage

Spring Zero drill

Tillage @eration

Systens

System

L, 2,

5

Table 2.7 - Continued

3 & 4z

No. of Tines
Over Field

Average

Actual

values of draft were taken

field test values t4l.

TOTALS

Draft
Required

(r¡/n)V

Energy
Required

(tvtJ/ha)

1460

1460

frorn published literature [1],

L4.6

Ratio to
System 5

L4.6 1.0

-4
ra"
':1J
'',:!:
rl-jr
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requires over ten times the amount of energy that is required in a zero-

tillage system up to the end of the seeding operation- The energy

required for the balance of the crop yeal would be similar for all

systems except that the zero-tillage system might require an extra

spraying operation and perhaps some additional energy for straw chopping

and spreading. The total energy for the zero-tíllage system would still

be less than for any of the other systems.

According to the university of Nebraska, the energy output/input

ratio ranged fron 6.4 to l- for till-planted grain sorghum to 3.6 to 1

for conventionally tilled and irrigated corn [35]. The diesel fuel

required to chop old stalks, prepare a seedbed, plant and cultivate corn

ranged from 45 .6 L/ha for conventional tillage to 18.4 L/ha for a disk

and plant tillage system, L6.8 L/ha for a till-plant systen and only L2

L/ha fo'r a slot-planting system. Changing from conventional tillage to

one of the reduced tillage systems for corn could reduce fuel consumption

by 60 to 74 peïcent. Such a changeover could amount to savings of up to

13.2 niLlion litres of diesel fuel per day during spring planting in

Nebraska alone.

Estinates of fuel consunption for farning and ranching operations

under typical North Dakota conditions have been presented by the

Agricultural Engineering Department of North Dakota State University [11].

The data show great variations in growing conditions, cultural practices

and nachinery efficiencies. These variations nake fuel consulption vary

greatly. The data have been presented to show average fuel consunptions

that rnight be used as guidelines. Low and high fuel consumptions that

can occur under different crop conditions are also presented.

-IÌir..l
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2.3 Agricultural Tractor Fuel Consumption

cost and time considerations prohibit extensive field performance

testing of agricultural tÍactoÏs. The Nebraska Tractor Tests report

tractol performances and aTe a Ineans of comparing different tractor makes

and models [1]. The Agricultural Engineering Department of oregon state

university has developed a computer proglam in standard FoRTRAN IV to

predict the effect of tractive perfoÎnance and soil stlength on fuel

economy for an agricultural tractor t191. The conputer model requires a

tractorrs physical and geometric characteristics as input ðata' These

data are available in the Nebraska TTactor Test reports' Soil strength

data are available fron cone penetlometer sanplings of the soil under

investigation.

The model was used to deternine the relationships between fuel

economy, coefficient of traction and tire efficiency as a ftnction of

wheel slip on selected soils. In all cases maximun fuel econony occurred

at higher wheel slips than the wheel slip corresponding to a tirers

maximum traction efficiency. Wheel slips corresponding to both naximum

fuel econony and maxirnum tire efficiency decreased as the soiì strength

increased.

2.4 Effect of Tillage on Soil Physical ProPs:rties

Agriculturalsoilstructureistheresultofaconbinationof

tractor tillage operations ove1l a period of years in the development and

management of the soil. Soil structure is also affected by crop and

soil management practices, the amount of rainfall, erosion, freezing and

tharving t181 .

working soils that are too wet destroy soil structure and

encoulage the for¡nation of clods in some soils. As a result of the high
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moisture content, the soil air supply is decreased [18]. The noisture

content of the soi1, the type of soil and the tillage management

practices influence the time and labor required to prepare a good seed-

bed.

Studies have indicated that zero tillage can produce optinum

crop grohrth $rith maximun soil and r^rater.conseryation [28]. Significantly

more soil noisture has been foturd under zero tillage co¡npared to conven-

tional tillage Í2, 78, 23, 267. Approxinately 0.8 cm rnore available

vrater has been reported in the 0 to 15 cm soil layer and 1.8 c¡n nore

available water in the 0 to 60 cn zone [26]. The greatest difference in

soil moisture occurred in the top 8 cn of the soil tzl. Tillage had very

little effect on soil moisture at depths below 60 cn.

Many field experinents have indicated that severe soil coilpaction

caused by repeated tillage operations results in lower crop yields.

Increased tractor povier and weight as well as the increased use of farn

rnachines have created problens with soil cornpaction.

Experinents have determined the influence of soil compaction on

plant growth. Soil conpaction causes a reduction of soil permeability

and soil aeration while increasing soil resistance. These changes in

soil properties result in reduced quantity and quality of food and fiber

Llz,281. Soil resistance as neasured by a cone penetrometer is a good

indication of root penetration resistance 1,12, 231. Zero-til1age

practices have resulted in less soil resistance to root penetration

throughout the growing season. Disturbances in soil water and soil air

due to compaction have an adverse effect on the biological process in

the soil. Compaction occurs during cultivation, spraying and harvesting

as well as during primary and secondary tillage operations Í261.
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2.5 Instrumentation for Measuring Energy Requirenents

Researchers have been ¡neasuring drawbar pol{er since 1930.

Normally, drawbar pull, actual forward speed and slip of the traction

device are the parameters rneasured. Equipnent for the measurement of

drawbar pull can consist of a hydraulic cylinder with an indicating or

recording pressure gauge. The cylinder is inserted between the tractor

drawbar and the load. The drawbar force or drawbar pull is obtained as

the product of the average cylinder plessure and the active cross-

sectional area of the cylinder.

More recently the hydraulic cylinder has been replaced by strain

gages and electronic instrumentation to drive recorders U5]. Strain

gages have become extrenely important devices in research and developnent.

Researchers have neasured drawbar power using strain gage dynamoneters

and have developed nany indicating and recording devices [5, 6, 10, 14,

271. Temperature changes can cause problems due to differential thernal

expansion between the resistance element and the naterial to which the

strain gage is bonded t161.

0ver a period of years nany researchers have been conducting

extensive experiments to determine the amount of energy used in tillage

by measuring the anount of fuel consumed Þy ttre tillage systens. One

report described a ¡nethod of measuring energy requirenents by using a

positive displacement fuel neter and accurate tine neasurements in con-

junction with known specific fuel consunption at rated engine speed Í221.

This study was able to estinate the povrer output of the loaded engine.

The development of a flow transducer utilizing the distortion of

the temperature profite created by a heating elenent vJas not successful

in measuring gasoline flow. The flow rneter was to be used for field

l:".j:tì1.::tl::'jl+]
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neasurement of fuel consunption or other fluid flows where there is

inadequate pressure available to operate conventional flow meters. These

tests were performed by the Agricultural Engineering Departnent at the

University of Saskatchewan in 1969 t191. Th,e flow measuring systen is

ine:ipensive and gives good transient response. However, difficulty was

noted with bubble for¡nation in the fuel line during hot weather when the

transducer and readout equipment were left on the tractor for a period

of several weeks following the calibration tests.

A systen was developed to neasure fuel and energy requirenents

for tillage and other nachinery operations [17]. A variable inpedance

transducer (LVDT) was used to monitor the position of a meter valve.

Return flow fuel temperature was monitored by a thermocouple and the

engine speed was monitored by a small tachometer generator. The

rneasuring systen had inadequate dynamic response. A much nore reliable

and accurate thermocouple amplifier was needed.

ì-,ì-.r1,: ir'
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CHAPTER 3

INSTRUI\{ENTATI ON

3.1 Power Requirements

A tractor engÍne develops the amount of power required for the

particular irnplement being used and additional power for certain losses.

This relationship can be expressed as:

TEP = IP + ¡p (3.1)

where TEP = total net engine flywheel power, kltl

IP = implenent power requirenents, klV

LP = losses, klV.

The implement power requirements will be the surn of the power-

take-off power used by the implement and the drarvbar potver required. The

losses for the tractor will be the losses in the power train, rolling

resistance and drive wheel slippage. Several of the references in the

review of literature have described the power components mentioned above.

The power requirements of a tillage operation consist only of

drawbar power. The variables that affect the drawbar por{er requirernents

are the soil type and conditjon, the type of implement, the field speed

and the width and depth of the operation [30]. These variables determine

the force required at the drawbar.

The drawbar force para1lel to the direction of travel is called

the draft of the implement and is expressed in newtons or kilonewtons.

In the case of trailed implements the draft is measured by simply

inserting a hydraulic dynanometer between the tractor and the inplement.
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A dynamometer is a device for measuring porver by measuring force and.

speed t161.

3.2 Hydraulic Dynamometer

A conventional hydraulic dynamometer consists of a hydraulic

cylinder that generates a pressure rvhich is recorded on a pressure

recorder. The speed is determined by recording the time for a known

field travel distance.

Unit draft for any tillage implement can be determined as

follows:

DT = 10" p Kcy G.Z)

uD = 10" DT/w (3.3)

where DT = totat draft, kN

UD = draft per unit width of implement, kN/m

p = pressure reading from pressure recorder, X{pa

K___ = hydraulic cylinder calibration constant, N/pacy

w = width of the impleinent, m.

The actual for-ward speed can be determined as follows:

v = 3'6 (Kct d)/t G-4) 
,,,,:,.,-,,,.,,
i:::l:':::where v = actual forward speed, km/h i,i.l,,,,. ,.

K"t = chart constant (metres of ground travel per centirnetre of .t"'t','t':t.

chart movenent) , mfcm

d = chart movement, cm

t = time for distance travelled in test, s.

Equations 3.2 and 3.4 can be combined to give the power or rate of doing

work. An expression for power is :

DBP = DT v/3.6

where DBP = drawbar power, klt.
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From the above draft and power relationships the energy

requirements per unit area can be deduced. It is assumed that the soil

conditions, draft and field speed do not change significantly from the

values as calculated from equations 3.2, 3.3 or 3.4. Vr¡ith these assump-

tions the energy per unit area can be calculated as:

ET=10UD

where ET = energy per unit area, I'fJ/ha.

3.3 Electronic Instrumentation for a Hydraulic Drawbar Dynamoneter

Pressure transducers with an electrical output have a consider-

able advantage over a mechanical output. The electrical output is easy

to amplify and record. This is particularly true where the rneasurement

of dynanic pressures is required. Transducers of this type have been

used in agricultural measurement since 1961 L7, 2I, 24, 341.

SeniconrJuctor strain gages are used in a rvide range of pressure

transducers of the aerospace type. These transducers have been applied

to solve industrial pressure measuring problens since 1958 [8, 31]. The

semiconductor stTain gages can be thought of as strain sensitive

resistors. The gages are bonded to a stressed member and the resistance

of the gage changes as a function of the applied strain. The major

advantages as compared to conventional metallic wire and foil gages are

vastly higher gage factors (-100 to +150), lower hysteresis, higher

resistance (200 CI to 500 fl), higher fatigue life and srnaller size. The

disadvantages are nonlinearity and temperature instability, both

requiring sophisticated compensation techniques.

For the measurement of the hydraulic pressure a se¡niconductor

strain gage pressure transducer (modeI IPT - 100 series, Kulite

-:j.,
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seiniconductor, Inc.) was chosen. The transducer was of all-welded

stainless steel construction, with integral pressure port and diaphragrn.

The diaphragm consisted of silicon chip containing an integral strain

gage or strain gage pattern formed by solid state diffusion (Fig. J.1).

This model r,ras light weight and operated fron a 6 to 10 V dc voltage

supply. The overall output of a four-arm bridge as illustrated in

Fig. 3.1 is:

Yo = (n/4)FeV.

where V^ = output voltage, V
o

F = gage factor

e = strain

n = nurnber of active arrns in bridge

V. = input voltage, V.

In Fig. 3.1 the resistances Rn and R, are used for thermal zero

shift compensation and R, is a thermal strain sensitivity strift compen-

sator or span compensator.

The semiconductor pressure transducer was installed on the

hydraulic cylinder to neasure the pressure in the cylinder when a load

was applied to the tractor drawbar. This provided an alternate nethod

of determining draft or unit draft.

3.4 Slip or Travel Reductioh

Slip or travel reduction can be defined by l72l:

S = 100(uo v)/vo

where S = slip or travel reduction, percent

(3. 8l

vo = velocity of traction system without load, km/h

v = velocity of loaded traction system, km/h

l:Í':;::'-:'!;:l-.r '' 
I
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Slip has also been defined by Vanden Berg et al. t33l as: the

relative velocity between a traction device and the soil at the point of

corltact. lt{athematically this is:
g= 100(Rur-v)/(Ro)

where R = the rolling radius of the traction system, m

o = the angular velocity of the traction system, rad/s

v = the velocity of the traction system, m/s.

The ASAE Yearbook (7973) in recommendation R296.1 gives an

expression for slip similar to Eq. 3.9 above. The ASAE reconrnendation

also describes that zero slip conditions may be those of zero net

traction, or zero torque for the traction system as well as zero drawbar

puI1. For convenience, slip rnay also be expressed as

S = 100(D - d)/D (3.10)

where D = vehicle advance per revolution of traction device rr'ith
zero drawbar pull, m

d = vehicle advance per revolution of traction device with
drawbar pu11, m.

If the vehicle engine speed remains approximately constant with

or without drawbar pull, slip can be expressed as [121

S = 100(t - to)/to (3.11)

where t^ = tirne to traverse a known distance with zero drawbar pull, so

t = time to traverse the sane distance with drawbar pull, s.

3.5 Fuel Consutrption

It is frequently desirable when evaluating power requirenents

and tractor performance to measure fuel consunption. With the tractor

performing so many different operations the power output and hence the

fuel consumption obviously vary greatly.

lt::.'l-."j

ì':: :.
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The fuel consumption of an engine can be determined in several

different vrays. Some of the more practical nethods are rneasuring

directly the rate at rvhich the fuel is flowing to the carburetor,

measuring a volume of fuel and recording the time required to consume

this quantity (volumetric) and measuring a nass of fuel and determining

the time required to consume the quantity (gravimetric). Both the

volumetric and gravimetric methods, although providing the greatest

potential accuracy under steady loads, are not suitable for in-vehicle

installation. Transient conditions can not be readily determined under

field conditions. Several transducers currently available have adequate

transient response and can be installed in the fuel line to overcome

these problems.

Turbine or inferential flowmeters have had extrenely rapì-d

development in recent years because of advances in electronics technology.

For exanple, the turbine output provides an electrical current pulse

train which can be used to indicate the flon rate or upon integration to

provide total fuel consumption. These flowmeters are snall in size anð

relatively low in cost.

A turbine flow transducer (series 200 I'lode1 201 4, FloScan

Instrument Company Inc.) producing a current pulse signal frorn an opto-

electronic pickup was used ín this study. Fuel enters the flow chamber

tangentially, follows a heticaf flow path, and exits vertically, thereby

venting any entrained vapor bubbles. A neutrally buoyant rotor spins

with the fuel between V-jewel bearings. The rotational velocity of the

rotor is directly proportional to the fuel flow rate. The rotor movement

is sensed when notches in the rotor interrupt an infrared light beam

between a light emitting diode (LED) and a photo transistor. The output
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pulses have a frequency which is proportional to the rate of flow. The

output is anplified and shaped by Qf before being counted by a counter

as illustrated in Fig. 3.2.

Average fuel consunption of an engine should be based on the

actual power of the engine over the test period. An estimate of the fuel

consumption r'¡ould be most useful if it could be expressed by an equation

valid for all levels of power and for all engine speeds. Fuel consumption

can be quoted as follows:

FueI consumption per unit time , L/h

Fuel consumption per unit area , L/ha

Specific fuel consurnption , kg/klth.

3.6 Soil Resistance

Soit resistance can be deterrnined by measuring the penetration

resistance of soils. Soil penetration resistance can be used as a soil

parameter in considering the cornpaction effect of tillage operations.

The penetrating element may be circular, rectangular, flat or

cone shaped. The cone penetTometer is frequently used in agricultural

soil studies. The device can be self-recording, reasonably accurate,

light in rveight, simple to build and require little adjusting. The

recording pointer is positioned by the depth of penetration of the cone

ând the downward force required to overcome the soil resistance.

The pointer deflection is based on the fact that deflection of

a spring is directly proportional to the force applied. To measure the

depth of penetration, the chart holder is supported on a foot which

rests on top of the ground. The pointer mechanically attached to the

probe moves down a distance equal to the depth of the penetration.

(.:.,.::._i.ti
ii::r:.:'f
f,:ìj,::.i.:r
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Thus, as the point of the penetrometer is advanced into the soil at a

steady rate, a continuous record of penetration resistance versus depth

can be obtained. Several samples can be quickly taken and recorded on

the sarne chart.

The ASAE recommends for field use a 30 degree circular cone

penetrometer driven through the soil at a rate of approximately 3 cm/s.

The results are quoted as a Cone Index, CI ¡X/cm2;. A description of

this instrument is given in ASAE Recommendation R513 I1l. The accuracy

of a soil cone penetroineter depends greatly on soil moisture content.

The most accurate results are obtained rvhen the soil noisture content is

20 percent of the dry soil mass Í231.

3.7 SoiI Moisture Content

One of the objectives of tillage operations is to improve water

relationships in the soil for plant growth. Tillage affects the rate of

infiltration, redistribution and storage of water within the soil profile

and hence rnay have a direct or indirect influence on evaporation and

transpiration.

Soil moisture content can be deternined by sanpling at any

desired depth. The samples are weighed and then dried at 105-1L0oC for

about 48 hours. The moisture content is then calculated as a percentage

of the dry soil mass as described below:

M^ = 100 (iv - D) /D
S

where M_ = soil moisture content, percent
s

(3.12)

W = wet soil mass, g

D = oven-dry soil nass, g

i.::'1;.ì'1::
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3.8 trnstruments Used

Instrumentation was required to neasure and record drawbar pul1,

actual ground speed, slip, fuel consurption, soil resistance and soil

moisture content in the field studies. The instrurnentation consisted of

the following items:

(a) Test Tractor

A Ford tractor model 7700 diesel, dual power, 2-rvheel drive,

serial number 1771911219 ecluipped rvith 10.00-i6 front tires and tB.4-34

rear tires was used.

(b) Tillage Inplements

Tiltage implements were available at the Glenlea Research

Station, University of Manitoba. The implements available are listed

below:

Table 3.1 Tillage implements available for draft measurement

Implement Mdth of implement,n

Moldboard plow 1.8

Double Disk 4.0

Discer seeder 5.4

Hoe drill 4.I

Harrow (spike tooth). 14.3

Deep tillage (chisel plow) 4.0

Light tillage (cultivator) 4.0

Press Dri1l (Duplex) 5.1

Zero Dril1 (Dr-plex) 5.1
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(c) Hydraulic dynanometer cylinders and cylinder constants

No.1 - *.r=0.0031N/Pa

No. 2 *.y = 0.0074 N/Pa

No.3 - *.y=0.0128N/Pa

(d) Hydraulic Dynanometer cart

(e) Stop watch

(f) Pressure transducer

The seniconductor pressure transducer is illustrated in Fig. 3.3.

(g) Flow transducer

The turbine flow transducer is illustrated in Fig. 3.3.

(h) Nlagnetic tape recorder

A Sony TC 1.26 two channel battery operated tape recorder was

used to record the field ðata.

(i) Digital Counter

Model 5300 A (Hewlett packard, Inc.).

(j) 0scilloscope

A model 2L2 Tektronix oscilloscope u/as used to rnonitor data

acquisition.

(k) Battery pohrel supply

(1) FNf Signal conditioning and Control boxes

This instrumentation had been designed and constructed in the

Agricultural Engineering elJctroníc laboratory, University of Manitoba.

The circuits consisted of a differential amplifier for the signal from

the pressure transducer, a Flil conversion for recording on tape and a

power supply as well as start, stop and mark controls for the tape

recorder.

(tn) Soí1 Cone Penetrometer
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Figure 3.5 Seniconductor pressure transducer (nodel IPT-1000
series, Kulite Seniconductor Products, Inc.) and
turbine flow transducer (Series 200 nodel 2014,
FloScan Instrument Company, Inc.) .
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3.9 Tillage treatnents

Five different tillage systems for Manitoba conditions as

outlined in Table 2.1 were selected for comparison. The por{er require-

ments, fuel consumption and the effect of the tillage treatments on the

physical properties of the soil lvere of interest.

1.. .' .r
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CHAPTER 4

INSTRUMENTATION DESI GN

A significant part of the measurement system was the terminating

or output device which displayed or recorded the data during the field

testing. The semiconductor pressure transducer signal which was

proportional to the drawbar force being rneasured had to be modified

before being recorded on the magnetic tape recorder. Magnetic tape

recorders offer several advantages. The tape recorder can be used when

a simultaneous display and a permanent record of the measurement are

desired.

There are two methods of tape recording, namely direct recording

and FM recording. Direct recording has the major disadvantages of the

inability to record low frequencies (the low frequency linit is 50 Hz)

and limited high frequency response. These two major disadvantages are

overcome by frequency modulation (FIr{). The 1ow frequency signal of the

semiconductor pressure transducer can be recorded as a frequency

deviation proportional to the arnplitude of the signal. It was necessary

to design a circuit for obtaining frequency nodulated signals and to

produce an instrumentation package that was convenient for use in field

testing.

4.7 FM Recording Pri_nciple for a Magnetic Tape Recorder

A basic FM recording system is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The

signal waveforms are assumed as:

i... :.'i.:'.:''¡
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Figure 4.1 Basic principle of FIrl recording s-v-stem.
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es = B cos (rrt) (4.1)

e.=Acos(r.t*0)=Acos0 (4.2)

where e = input signal, V
S^

e = carrier signal, V
c

B = a¡rplitude of input signal, V

A = constant amplitude of carrier, V

os = angular frequency of signal, raðfs

ulc = angular frequency of carrier, rad,/ s

t
rh = f ¡,1 dt- radY ¿ *c--,

o

t = time, s

The center frequency of the carrier is selected to correspond to

an input signal of zero.

If t¡^ is proportional to the instantaneous value of e^ then the

variation in carrier frequency is given by

Âr. = kf", = krB cos(,¡rt) (4.3)

where k^ = a proportionality constant, Gad/s)/Yt
Since the instantaneous carrier frequency is rrra * kfB cos (ort)

tt
then 0 = .f ocdt + / kfB cos(turt)dt

oo
or 0=u.r.t+(krB/rrrr)sin(trlrt)*0 G.4)

Therefore, the frequency modulated carrier is given by

e. = A cos (o.t + m, sin(urrt) + 0)

where m, = frequency rnodulation index

= maxinun deviation of the carrier frequency
signal frequency
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4.2 Method of Modulation

A Sony TC126 nagnetic tape recorder has a recording range of

50 Hz to 10,000 Hz. A voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) can be used

to provide frequency nodulation.

A VCO is an oscillator whose instantaneous frequency is

controlled by an applied voltage signal. The defining equation is:
t

er(t) =Acos [t.t*u

where

,f e, (t) dtJ
o

of VCO, Ver(t) = output signal

A = amplitude, V

uJ, = frequency with zero control signal, Hz
c

U = VCO sensitivity, Hz/Y

e.(t) = control signal voltage, V.

A nodel LII 566 VCO was used in the FM design. The circuit

provided a square and triangular output at frequencies up to I MHz.

The voltage applied to the control terminal (V.) was in the range

0.75VCC Í V. Í Vaa where VCC ir the suppty voltage. The VCO sensiti-vity

was 6 kHz/Y. The center frequency was controlled by an external resistorn

R, and a capacitor, C, and the voltage, Vc.

The center frequency can be determined by

fo = 2(Vcc Vc)/(R1C1VCC) (4.7)

where R,

o

i s selected in the.range 2 kQ to 20 kç¿.

4.3 Calculating the System Requirements

The electrical characteristics of the LM 566 VCo are:

sensitivity, U

supply voltage, VCC

output voltage, Vo

= 6 kHz/Y

10.6 V dc

2.4 V (typical valve, peak-to-peak)
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The required output frequency range was fron 10 kHz to 15 kHz

which corresponds to a control voltage range of L.6 V to 2.5 V.

4.3.1 DC Amplifier for VCO

In a differential-amplifier circuit as shown in

output voltage is given as:

"o = "1(Rfu 
* Ri)/Ri - e. R*/Rr)

where e^ = output voltage (input to VCO), V.
o

If e. = 0; eo1 = "t(RfU 
+ R.)/R,

and if e, I 0 i eo2 = eI (Rfb * Ri)/Ri - e.R*/Ri

Since eo1 = UCC - 1.6

and èo2 = VCC - 2.5

substitution of Eqs. (a.9 - a) and (4.9 - b) into Eqs.

(4.8 - b) yields:

Fig. 4.2, the

(4. 8)

(a.8 - a)

a)

b)

ofU/oi = 0.9/eí

For an input voltage,

the feedback resistance, Rfb

er= 6.2 Y

e. = 2Y and an input resistance, Ri = 10 kCI

= 4.5 kf,J so that

f = 15 kHz when
o

uF.

where e, is the reference voltage for the VCO.

4.3.2 Calculation of Center frequency, fo

From Eq . 4.7, the frequency of oscillation,

VCC = 10.6 V, V. = 8.1 V, R, = 10 kfJ and C, = 0.003

4.3.3 Input and Output Buffers of VCO

An input buffer amplifier was needed to avoid changing the input

resistance, R. and the resistance, Rfb of A, when input attenuation was

desired as shown in Fig. 4.3. lr.i.i:, . r'i:i'Ì;',.,,.):.:¡:i:::
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The rnaxinum input signal leve1 to the rnagnetic tape recorder was

approximately 12 V. A typical output voltage from the VCO was 2.4 Vp_p.

Therefore, an output buffer anplifier was needed to bring the signal up

to a suitable level for recording.

In the arnplifier of Fig. 4.4,

e = e. R^/R.o1l1

where R. = .10 kQ and R. = 140 kQ. A capacitor, C is used to remove thel_t

dc component in the VCO output. The valve of the capacitor was 0.01 pF.

4.4 Voltage Regulator for FI'.{ System

Regulated voltages as illustrated in Fig. 4.5 were needed to

supply the amplifiers, the VCO and the reference voltage.

4.5 Assembly for FM

An attenuator was designed to reduce the anplitude of the seni-

conductor pressure transducer signal without distortion. A variable

attenuator with ratios of L.0, 0.5 and 0.L was used. The resulting

attenuator is shown in Fig . 4.6.

A 1evel meter (0 - 1 pA) was required to indicate the leve1 of

the semiconductor pressure transducer signal. The components described

above were connected to the magnetic tape recorder as shown in Fig.4.6.

The circuits were fitted into two boxes with start, stop and rnark control

switches for the tape recotd"t æ shown in Fig . 4.7 .

4.6 Semiconductor Pressure Transducer fnput Circuit

The differential amplifier shown in Fig. 4.8 used three

operational amplifiers in a non-inverting feedback mode. The amplifier

was used for the precision amplification of the differential input

:'.:::;:r

:. : :::::.._:
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Figure 4.5 Regulated voltage supply for FM system.
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signal frorn the seniconductor pressure transducer. The advantage of this

circuit was its inpedance buffering property. Undesired loading effects

between the signal source and the load were prevented. The overall

differential gain can be expressed as:

uo = - (1 + 2RlRi) (Ro/R1) @, - er) (4.10)

For R. = R = Ro = 10 kO, R1 = 3.3 kfù

"o=-10(et -"2)

This anplifier circuit was fitted into the same box as the FM recording

systen shown in Fig . 4.7 .

4.7 FM demodulation

To obtain the original signal from the modulated signal on the

magnetic tape recorder, FM demodulation was required. The denodulation

unit had been designed in the Agricultural Engineering electronics

laboratory, University of Manitoba and a block diagram is shown in Fig.

4.9.

An inportant feature of this circuit was the fast response time

at low carrier frequencies (f" = 12 kl/,z) ' The circuit can record up to

S.5 kHz and denodulate the signal using a filter with'.a tine constant of

-c,10 " s.

The basic approach for denodulation u¡as to first convert the

input signal into a train of nanow pulses (by limiters, differentiator

and absolute value circuits) and then to measure the time between pulses

by neans of a gated integrator.

l.i.-::1..:-'
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CHAPTER 5

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The testing of the instru¡nentation that was developed was done in

two stages. The first stage consisted of calibration for field use. The

second stage consisted of actual field testing where energy requirenents

for various field operations were deternined. The field tests were

perforned using tillage implements to create drawbar loads as well as a

towed tractor to sinulate drawbar loads.

All drawbar power ¡neasurements v,rere done using the semiconductor

pressure transducer and the conventional hydraulic dynanoneter so that

comparisons were possible. In addition, fuel consumption, soil penetrorn-

eter resistance and soil noisture content were neasured.

5.1 Instru¡nent Calibration

Calibrations of the measurenent systens vlere carried out both in

the laboratory and under field conditions.

5.1.1 Calibration of the Semiconductor Pressure Transducer.

A prelininary static calibration was done using a dead weight

tester. The relationship between input pressures and output voltages

was determined for input pressures in the range of 0.7 to 7 MPa increments

(Fie. s.1).

Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3 show the results of the calibration. The

data points vrere fitted by a least-squares linear regression with a

i!iii:i{Í-;,¡;ir

i.i---..r. ..::i,.'-
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standard error of ! 0.0192 V. The linear regression equation was found """1'

to be

V = 0.136 p + 0.0274 (5 .1)

where V = output voltage of the semiconductor pressure transducer, V

p = input pressure, MPa. , I .,,'

The strip chart pressure recorder on the hydraulic drawbar

dynamoneter !ùas also calibrated at the same tine as the seniconductor

pressure transducer (Fig. 5.1). Both measuring systems were subjected ,,,. ,;

to the same input pressure as provided by the dead weight tester whose :'".i"'.'Ì,'l

accuracy was 0.025%. The instruments were initially set to zero before 
:,:..,:.:..,,

static pressure loading started. The outputs were recorded and plotted

against the input pressures (Fig. 5.2 and Fie. 5.3).
i

The information that was required fron the calibrations was a r

correction to be applied to estimate the actual cylinder pressure as

deterninedfrorntheindicatedpressurefromthetransducers

APSC = 7.35 (V - 0 .0274) Cs.2)

APEA = L.07 (IPEA + 0.159)

where APSC = actual pressure of the semiconductor pressure \

transdu-cer, MPa ; .: :

i:.'..:-,., ,-::

V = output voltage of the seniconductor pressure transducer, V , , ,.

-:,: 
-_:.-i.t :.:

APEA = actual pressure of the strip chart, MPa 
': ',:.,:'.::

IPEA = indicated pressure fron the strip chart, MPa.

5.1.2 Fuel Flow Transducer Calibration

The fuel flow transducers were calibrated by using a volunetric

nethod. The method measures precisely a volume of fuel passing through

the flow transducer in a known time interval. Two flow transducers l{ere

used to determinel the net fuel consunption of the tractor.
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Fig. 5.4 iLlustrates the arrangenent used for flow transducer

calibration. A pump was used to return fuel to the storage tank to

maintain constant head for the supply fuel. Two counters were used to

count the current pulses from the flow transducer. The number of pulses

was proportional to the flow. One counter counted the total nurnber of

pulses for the calibration period while the other counter was used to

give pulses per second. The pulses per second neasurenent r,tas used to

indicate how constant the flow rate was.

A caL.ibration run lr¡as started when fuel was diverted through the

control valve and collected in the container. When the container was

filled to the required level (2000 nL) the calibration ruí was terminated.

Both a stop h¡atch and the counters were started at the initiation of the

calibratíon run and all were stopped at the end. The elapsed time and

the total pulses were recorded. The flow rate hras then determined by

dividing the total volune of the fuel collected in the container by the

elapsed tine. The total nunber of pulses was also divided by the elapsed

tine to give the average instantaneous pulses per unit tine during the

run (Tab1e A.-2, Appendix A).

The calibration curves obtained for each flow transducer are

shown in Fig.5.5. The relationships between the fuel flows and pulse

counts for the fuel flow transducers rvere deternined by linear regression

analysis. The calibration results were :

PPS, = 7.304 Q + 8.984 t5.4)

PPS. = 7.153 Q+ 2.2321s3 Q + 2.2s2 (s.s)
¿

where PPS' = pulse output fro¡n transducer No, L, pulses/s

PPS, = pulse output frorn transducer No. 2, pulses/s

Q = fuel flow rate, L/h
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The sensitivities of the fuel flow transducers urere 26294

pulses/L and 25752 pulses/L, respectively. The total pulse count output

can also be used to determine the sensitivity directly by dividing by the

measured volume (2000 mL) for each run (Table Ã-2, Appendix A).

5.1.3 Cone Penetrometer Calibration

The soil cone penetroneter was calibrated by static loading

methods to obtain a deflection versus load curve. The data points were 
i

analyzed by linear regression. The linear regression was: i

F=64.582X+48.579

where F = force required to deflect the penetrometer,recording pen, N

)( = penetroneter recording pen deflection, cm.

In this study the area of the cone base was 1.3 cm?. The cone index
)(CI, Nlcn') was calculated by dividing Eq. 5.6 by the cone base area.

ìli¡!-'<l::r

;':. '. ii:

ij-tt:;

The equation for cone index rsas:

ç1 = (64.582 X + 48.579)/L.s

5.1.4 Chart Constant for the Hydraulic Dynanometer

The strip chart recorder on the hydraulic dynanometer chart was

calibrated for chart distance versus ground distance. The chart constant

was defined and deternined as follows:

Kct = GTIPT

where Kct = chart constant, m/cm

GT = rneasured ground travel, n

PT = corresponding paper travel for rneasured ground travel, cil.

5.2 Field Tests for Measuring Energy Requirements

Field tests for measuring energy requirements of tillage

:{,.
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operations were performed in 1977 at the Glenlea Research Station,

University of Manitoba. The seniconductor pressure transducer and the

conventional hydraulic dynamoneter were used to neasure drawbar force or

draft. The actual forward speed was determined by measuring the tine

for a known distance. Slip was deternined by conparing the distance

travetrled for 10 turns of the drive wheels with and without a drawbar

load.

The se¡niconductor pressure transducer and the hydraulic dyna-

mometer were .installed between the test tractor and the implement (Fig.

5.6). The h¡rdraulic pressure was detected by the seniconductor pressure

transducer. A dc voltage signal, proportional to the pressure, was

recorded by the magnetic tape recorder (Fig . 5.7) using the FM nodulatoÌ

described previously. The recorded signal was then analyzed in the

electronics laboratory.

Draft was also neasured using the hydraulic dynamometer. The

pressure recorder recorded the pressure on a strip chart. The strip

chart was driven by a wheel in contact with the soil surface. The

length of chart paper used for each test hras proportional to the distance

travelled in the field. The tine for the test rsas neasured by a stop

watch and recorded manually on the chart. A manually operated event

¡narker on the strip chart recorder was used to indicate each turn of

the drive wheels for 10 complete revolutions so that slip could be

calculated.

Slip was determined as indicated above. In addition, another

simple nethod was used to determine slip. The time to traverse a known

distance was measured for the loaded and no-load test conditions.

Assuming constantlengine speed for the tests, the times for the tests

t:r :l'.í:"!:.t 1

::.'-",
-i:,\
)rì.':r

l:, ,i':ii't.:.

l.r.

:::'r::
rl:ajfii:r
a:lJ::i::ìì)



Figure 5.6 Arrangement of the test equipment for measuring energy requirements
of tillage implements.
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can be used to calculate slip. The difference in the time with load and

the time without load normalized to the time without load was taken as

slip as defined by Eq. 3.11.

Six tests vlere run for each tillage inplement to deterrnine the

average energy requirenents. The length of each test was long enough to

ensure that the magnetic tape recorder and the strip chart recorder

recorded sufficient information for further analysis.

i,:.',:1:.:,..ì.'

5.3 Fuel Consumption Tests i,,i,it:.=,:

The objective of these tests was to deterrnine the relationship 
i,,,,..,;,.,

between fuel consunption and the drawbar energy requirernents. The

drawbardynanomete1I¡,asusedwithatowedtractorforanadjustab1e1oad

so that drawbar conditions could be varied (Fig. 5.8). During each test i

the fuel flow rate to the injection pump and the return flow rate were

¡neasured so that net fuel use could be deter¡nined. The fuel flow trans-

ducers were installed in the fuel lines and weïe powered by the tractor , i ,,
I

battery (Fig. 5.9). The current pulse outputs of the two fuel flow 
i

transducers were counted by a HP 5300 A counter and a Textronix 2L2

oscilloscope. ., .: .:,
,:-1:'l:.

In addition to the determination of fuel consumption for various '::,:"',:

drawbar loads, fuel consunption vras determined in the laboratory for ttt"t':

various throttle settings. The throttle was set at full, 3/4 and t/2

throttle setting with corresponding crankshaft speeds of 2100, 1.600 and 
r,,:,.,;.,,,

1050 rev/min, respectively. Varying loads were applied to the engine ,:.'",r;

using the power-take-off dynamometer. At each throttle setting, data

were taken at 30 second intervals. Power-take-off shaft speeds were

measured using a stroboscope. The test arrangement is illustrated in
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5.4 Tests for Soil Physical, Properties

5.4.1 Soil Penetrometer Resistance

Soil resistance expressed as a Cone Index (CI, N/cnz¡ "r,
measured for each tillage implenent. The soil cone penetroneter was

used before and after each tillage implenent vras used. The soil

resistances were recorded at 5, 10, 15, 20,25 and 30 cn depths fron the

soil surface.,.

5.4.2 Soil Moisture Content

Soil moisture was measured by the gravinetric nethod. The

sanples were randomly taken from the field the same day as the tillage

implements Ì¡ere tested. The sarnples were taken at depths ranging frorn

0to8cm.

5.5 Analyses of Data

The field data obtained were analyzed, in the Agricultural

Engineering laboratory using the instrument amangenent shown in Fig.

5.11. The nodulated voltage signal of the semiconductor pressure

transducer was denodulated to obtain the original dc voltage signal.

The signal was recorded on a strip chart recorder (Clevite Brush, NÍARK

220). The average voltage for each run was determined. The signal was

also displayed on the screen of an oscilloscope so that the variations

in the signal could be observed.

The average pressures for the seniconductor pressure transducer

and the Esterline-Angus pressure recorder were deternined by three

nethods. The an"å" methods were a visual averaging of the recorded
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voltage or pressure, a mechanical polar planinneter and numerical

integration by Simpsonrs rule.

Computer programs were written to do the calculations, based

equations 3.2 to 3.1,1, (Appendix B). unit draft, power requirements,

energy required per unit area, fuel consumption, speed and slip were

calculated as illustrated in Fig. 5.I2.
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CHAPTER 6

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

6.1 Measuring Energy Requirenents

'Energy requirements for a variety of tillage implenents vrere

deternined. The neasurements were perforned on a tilled Osborne Clay and

on Fababean Stubble on Osborne Clay at Glenlea. The hydraulic pressures

in the hydraulic cylinder on the drawbar dynamometer were measured by the

seniconductor pressure transducer and by the strip chart pressure

recorder (Table 6.f). The pressures of Table 6.1 were determined fron

the strip charts (Appendix B) using the arrangenent shown in Fig. 5.12.

In measuring the energy requirenents of the harrows, the pressures

as neasured by the seniconductor pressure transducer lvere formd to be

lower than the pressures indicated by the strip chart pressure recorder.

This situation was opposite to what was observed for the double disk

harrows, the disker-seeder and the hoe drill. A possible explanation of

this was that because of the lower draft requirement of the harrows a

hydraulic cylinder of snaller cross-sectional area was used (K", = 0.0031

n/Pa). After installation of the snaller cylinder it was possible that

the damper value u¡as not properly adjusted. The large pressure vibrations

nay have contributed to errors in determining the averêge pressure.

Table 6.2 lists the energy requirements for the four tillage

inplements. The table is based on average values for draft and speed as

determined fron six test runs for each implenent (Tables D.2.1 to D.2.4,

Appendix D). Energy as determined by the conventional method hras

i:ì. .r: .:., :: _

l:'¡,li.i.ii:"'jr
I i.:",::l:;!.r...:i' .'1 '



TabIe 6.1 Comparison of average hydraulic cylinder pressures as measured
by the semiconductor pressure transducer and by the strip chart
pressure recorder

Implement

Double Disk

Disker Seeder

Hoe Dri1l

Hanow

Serniconductor
Pressure Transducer*

Hydraulic Cylinder Pressure (MPa)

Cylinder pressures were obtained using analysis methods 1, 2 & 3 in Fig. 5.L2,

tP"t.una differences viere normalized to the seniconductor pïessure transducer
¡nethod No. 2 versus strip chart pressure recorder nethod No. 2.

v
Values were significantly different at the 5 percent level.

1.465

1.1ssv

r.2Bg

L.449

L,L76

I.279

1.568r.sszy

Srrip Chart
Pressure Recorder*

.jj
:,i !i

'¡È,i

1. 345

L.023

T.L76

r.974

r.325 L.374

o .ss7Y r.024

1.lssv r.2oo

r.e6sv 1.ese

Difference
(e")t

-9.6

-15.9

-10.0

+23.4

,:l :'

o\o



TabLe 6.2 Comparison of energy requirements as measured by the seniconductor pressure transducer and
the conventional nethod (strip chart pressure rgcorder) . 

*

Implenent

Double Diskl 4.0

Disker Seederl 5.4

Hoe Drilll +. t

Harrow2 r4.s

I,lIidrh

(n)

Speed

(km/h)

lpi"rd

2ri"1d

*M"ahod

Semiconductor
Pressure Transducer

7.63

7.69

8.09

9.95

Condition - Osborne Clay Fababean Stubble, (Kcy 0.0074 N/Pa).

Condition - Tilled Osborne Clay, (Kcy 0.0031 N/Pa).

No. 2 (Planineter) was used for average hydraulic pressure determination.

tlnit Draft Power Energy
(kN/m) (kw) (MJlha)

2.7r

1.63

2.29

0.344

23.0

L8.7

2r.3

13.6

Conventional' Method
(strip chart pressure Recorder) Tractor slip

(percent)

27.r

16 .3

22.9

3.44

Unit Draft Power Energy Eq. Eq.
(kN/n) (kw) (Mllha) 3.10 3.11

.:t.i:a,'

2.45

t.37

2.07

0 .425

20.8

15 .8

L9.2

16 .8

24.5

13.7

20.7

4.2s

12.2

15 .4

8.4

4.9

10.6

9.0

L2.8

6.1

o\
H

ii
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consistently lower than that determined by the serniconductor pressure

transducer except for the harrow.

6.2 Slip Measurenents

Tractor drive wheel slip results for the tillage treatments were

calculated using Eqs. 3.10 and 3.11. The results are listed in Table 6.2.

Large differences were noted in the measured slips for the disker seeder

and the hoe dri11. These large differences were considered unacceptable

but were the best that could be obtained. The slip calculated by Eq. 3.10 
':.1:'.;:r

was considered nore accurate. r: ,: :..,,j

6.3 Determining the Relationship Between Fuel Consunption and Power

Tests to deternine the relationship between fuel consunption and

drawbar power were conducted at the Llniversity of Manitoba (Fig. S.B).

The first tests were performed in a tilled field. The tests could not be

completed since the field surface rrras too rough. The rough, loose surface

caused excessi.ve vibrations and drive wheel slippage (Table D.l. tests

No. 1 and No. 2). The tests were conpleted on an earthern roadway (Table

D.1 and Fig.6.1).
' i'':'':-;':;:"" 1: 

'i

The relationship between fuel consumption and drawbar power on the l?'i¡ ¡l

earthen roadway was analysed using a linear regression analysis on the

data obtained (Test No. 5 was rejected because of excessive slippage).

The relationship was found to be

FCT=0.572P+11.8

where FCT = fuel consumption, L/h

P = drawbar power, kW.

The standard error for the regression equation was t 0.8S (L/h)/kW i

and the coefficiena of correlation uras 0.90.
ii::,rr.:. r:. :
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The fuel consunption per hectare can be estinated by multiplying

the fuel consumption (L/h) by the time required to cover one hectare

assurning no changes in field conditions. The fuel consumption per

hectare is:

FCA=t[0.572P+11.8]

where FCA = fuel consr¡Írption per hectare, L/ha

. P = drawbar power, kW

f=10/(swn),h/ha

s =. field speed, km/h

w = width of the test implenent, n

I = field efficiency (Assumed 100 peîcent).

Table 6.3 contains the estimated diesel fuel requirenents for

tillage implenents based on the actual power requirements neasured at

Glenlea. The anount of fuel required for the different tillage operations

can be compared. The differences are caused by the different po$rer

requirenents, the speeds of operation, and the width of the inplenent.

6.4 Fuel Consumption Versus Power-take-off Power

Fuel consumption vlas determined for varying pohrer-take-off power

at different throttle settings. A power-take-off dynanoneter was used in

the Agricultural Engineering laboratory (Hydra-Gauge Dynanoneter, Model

No. P-355, M G W Gear Co., Inc.).

Prediction equations based on PTO poü¡er were developed for the

3/4 and ful1 throttle settings. Fro¡n linear regression analyses CFig.

6.2) the estimating equations are:

FCI = 0.052 Pp * 23.6

FCZ = 0.226 P + 24.5
p



Table 6.3 Fuel consunption for four different tillage operations at Glenlea.

Inplenent

Double disk

Disker seeder

Hoe drill

Harrow

hridrh of
implenent

(m)

Vgared on semiconductor pressure
hoe drill but on the strip chart

4.0

5.4

4.L

t4.3

Speed

(km/h)

Theoretical
field capacity

(halh)

7 .63

7.69

8. 09

9 .95

3.05

4.L3

3.3s

14.26

Energy
reouirements
ut/n¡u

transducer f,or double disk harrow, disker seeder and
pressure recorder for the harrow.

27.L

16.3

22.9

4.25

Fuel consunption

Llh Llha

24.9

22.5

24.0

2r.4

.t.",: .:

8.16

5 .45

7.16

I .50

o\
(.'l

ltr'i
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where FCI = fuel consumption at 3/4 throttle, L/h

FC2 = fuel consunption at full throttle, L/h

P_ = PTO power, kW.
p

The standard errors for the regression equations were t 0.67

(L/h)/kW and t 0.43 (L/h)/kltr, respectively. The correlation coefficients

were 0 .47 and 0.g.7, respectively.

6.5 Soil Properties , 
i:,,,:--.,,:,:,,,:..:,

An attempt vrras nade to compare the energy and draft requirements ',,.,'1,:,,.''
I :::._::. ': '

for each tillårge irnplenent to soil physical properties. The two soil '''''
i,''t,1',:l'.'.

physical properties studied were soil penetroneter resistance and soil
imoisture content. 
i

Soil penetrometer resistance expressed as a cone index was Ì

t:
measured the same day that the energy requirements were deternined at the

Glenlea Research Station. The soil resistance results were tabulated at
l

5, 10, 15, 20,25 and 30 cn depths as shown in Fig. 6.3. The average 
l

i

resistances of the soil before and after each tillage operation are 
i

i

recorded in Table D.4 (Appendix D). Cone indexes for the soil were higher

at greater depths in the soil for all four tillage treatments. Valid j..,.,,:,.,.;,,, ,

ir::r::::ì:r::

conparisons can only be nade at the 5 crn depth. Tillage had little effect i, ¡,:.,i:,.t,,:t',,.--,., 
,. ,- -,

on penetration resistance at the 5 crn depth.

The average soil ¡noisture contents were determined for the 0 to

8 cm deep layer on the two soil surfaces. The results are presented in
i.l:rr''.r:::::::

FigUfe 6 .3. i.r::':,¡1,::'1,:,:r:i

6.6 Total Energy Requirements for Five Tillage Systems

Five different tillage systens were compared using the above

:
measured energy requirenents and estimated fuel consumptions for Manitoba

i :.t./,1ì:;f"--i;..i':l:l

i.: _a.._tj:!i,tt: :ì¡ I
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conditions. Table 6.4 and Fig.6.4 show the energy requirements and fuel

consumption for the different tillage operations using a 62 kW (rated PTO

power) tractor (FORD 7700 diesel). The tillage operations included were

the operations up to the end of seeding. The table lists the tillage

energy requirenents and fuel conswption for each system and also gives

the ratio of energy requirenents and fuel use conpared to a zero-tillage

systen (T-54).

The respective energy requirements for T-1 (141.0 MJ/ha) , T-2

(L27.4 MJ/ha), T-3 (41.1 MJ/ha), T-4 (24.8 MJ/ha) and T-58 (22.9 l4J/ha)

were 12.5, IL.3, 3.6, 2.2 and 2.0 times greater than T-54 (11.3 MJ/ha).

The respective fuel consunption for T-1 (43.6 L/ha), T-2 (28.6 L/ha),

T-3 (13.2 L/ha), T-4 (7.7 L/ha) and T-58 (7.2 Llha) were 7.6, 5.0,2.3,

1.4 and 1.3 times greater than T-54 (5.7 L/ha). The results indicated

that the differences in fuel consumption for systen operations varied

proportionately with the energy requirements (Fig. 6.4). It should be

noted that the lowest energy requirements hrere for zero-tillage (T-54)

and were estimated at 11 .3 I'lJ/ha when the average field speed was 5.9

kn/h.

The extrenely wet sunmer and fall of 1977 did not permit field

testing of the noldboard plow and cultivators for fall tillage. The

drafts were esti¡nated fron ASAE data with allowances for the soil

conditions at Glenlea (Appendix E).



Systen
No.

Table 6.4 Energy requírements
tillage oPerations

Tillage Operation

T-1

Fal1
Spring

Moldboard Plowl
Light Tillagel
Harrow .)

Press Drill-

TOTALS

T-2

and fuel consunption for five different
to the end of seeding.

Fa11-

Spring

No. of Tirnes
Over Field

1

Deep Tillage^
Harrow
Discer Seeder
Harrow

TOTALS

l-J

Conventional Tillage for
Red River Va1ley

Fall Discer
illng Discer Seeder

Harrow

TOTALS

Draft Energy
Required Required
(kN/n) (Mt/ha)

1

I
2
1

T-4

9.50
5.35
0.425
0.400

Spring

2

1

I
)

tillage systems for

:l :
rì )i\!.

Fue 1
Consulnption

(L/ha)

95.0
33.5
8.5
4.0

Discer Seeder
Harrow

TOTALS

4.92
0.425
r.63
0 .42s

141 .0

25.9
10.9
2.2
4.6

1

I
2

Ratio to
T-54

(Mllha) (L/ha)

98.3
4.3

L6.3
8.5

43.6

1.6 3
1.63
0.425

L27.4

19. 4
1.5
5.5
2.2

\.1':

t2.s

16 .3
16 .3
8.5

28.5

1 .63
0.425

4T.L

7.6

5.5
5.5
))

16 .3
8.5

11.3

24.8

13.2

5.0

5.5
2.2

7.7

3.6 2.3

2.2 1.4 \¡

ii
rli



Systen
No.

T-5

Tillage @eration

Zero Tillage
Spring A) Zero DriII2

(Duplex Hitch)
. 

TOTALS

B) Hoe Drill

TOTALS

1T.b1" E-1, Appendix E

2A"t.ral Field Test Values, Lg76 l,4l

Table 6.4 - Continued

No. of Tines
Over Field

Draft Energy
Required Required
(kN/n) (Ml/ha)

1.13

Fuel
Consumption

(L/ha)

2.29

11. 3

11.3

22.9

Ratio to
T-54

(MJ/ha) (L/ha)

s.7

))o

5.7

7.2

7.2

1.0

2.0

1.0

1.3

\¡
t'J
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CHAPTER 7

ONCLUSIONS

Consideration of the foregoing results of this research project

resulted in the following conclusions:

, 1) Instrunentation was designed to measure drawbar pull and fuel

consunption. . Drawbar pul1 was measured by a seniconductor pressure

transducer. Net fuel consumption vras neasured by using two turbine fuel

flow meters. FM nodulation of the electrical signal fron the pressure

transducer permitted recording of the field test data on a tape recorder.

Deurodulation in the electronics laboratory recovered the analog signal

of pressure. Fuel flow was inferred by sinply counting current pulses

fron the turbine fuel flow transducers.

2) The results fron the semiconductor pressure transducer were

conpared to results from a conventional hydraulic drawbar dynanoneter.

The turcertainties associated with the two nethods wete 2.7 percent and

5.8 percent, respectively

S) An empirical relationship between fuel consunption and drawbar

power required for a tillage inplenent was found to be:

FCT=0.572P+11.8

where FCT = fuel consumption, L/h

P = drawbar power, kW

The tractor used in developing this equation was a Ford 7700 diesel. The

standard elror for the regression equation was I 0.83 (L/h)/kW and the

i::

ìl

i.rG:;"lii:
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i -,j, ,'.'.;:"i';',1

correlation coefficient was 0.90.

4) Five different tillage systens were comPared for energy

requirenents. A zero-tillage systen required lf.3 MJ/ha (5.73 L/ha

diesel fuel). This system was compared to the four other tillage

syste¡ns. Energy requirèments and fuel consumptions were fot¡nd to be

directly proportional to the intensity of tillage.

.5) Soil penetrometer resistances were not very different among

the four tillage operations on the two field surfaces for the average

tillage depths. The soil penetroneter resístances compared before and

after tillage were for¡nd to be higher after the Disker seeder and the

Harrow treatnents. The manner in which noisture affects the soil

penetrometer resistance was not determíned.



CHAPTER 8

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY
':1 r.. 1:..

The developnent of instrumentation to measure energy requirenents

and fuel consunption for tillage operations !{as the main objective of this 
;.,,.;;,,;..

study. Further developnents and research in instru¡nentation and tillage '..',',,,..,.
'.:. ::- .:

systems are íeconmended as follows: 
,,,, r,,.,..,,,

1. Thè electronic dynanometer instrumentation, including a slip ': :::"::

nonitor, should be rationalízed and made easy to use under field

conditions. 
i

l

2. More than energy requirenents and fuel consumption should be

compared for the different tillage systems. Yields, weed control, costs

tineliness of operations, environmental considerations and energy input-

output ratios are sone of the other areas that should be included in a 
i

i

complete study.

3.,Moresoi1typesshou1dbeinc1udedinfurtherstudies
.r1,'f''.:ìi,.,,
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Table A-1 Calibration results of seniconductor pressure transducer
and strip chart pressure recorder (EA).

Indicated pressure (MPa)

Test
No.

Actual
input pressure

(MPa)
(Semiconductor (Strip chart
pressure transducer) pressure recorder)

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

I

0.689

r.379

2.068

2.758

3.447

4.L37

4.826

s.516

6.205

0.607

r.343

2.004

2.740

3.436

4.r37

4.799

5.s14

6.209

0.483

1.103

t.79s

2.4r3

3.L03

3.723

4.344

4.964

5.654

i: ,:'.¡, t:,ri:-ì
i 
,:,,.,;.i.1i.,j"1.

ir.::; ..1r: iii.;,.j
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Table A-2 Calibration data for fuel flow transducers

Run
No.

Time
(s)

Total
Pulses

Flow Rate
(mL/s)

Pulse Rate
Pulses/s

Pulses
Litre

Per Flow Rate
(L/h)

Flow Transducer No. I

I
2

5
4
5

6
7

8
9

10
11
L2
t3
L4
15
16
T7

79L.2
64I.6
627 .9
530.0
455.6
405 .1
336.0
282.0
258.2
255.5
2L2.3
159. 8
148. 3
r37.6
131.1
118. 1

106 .3

2.53
3.L2
3.20
3.77
4.39
4.94
5.95' 7.09
7 .75
7 .83
9.42

12.s2
13.49
14.53
rs .26
16.93
18. 81

5569 3
58587
56829
56 350
s6L27
61639
58870
53473
s3073
5s693
56 192
52822
s2949
s3347
53482
53644
54301

70.40
91.31
90. 51

106.32
123.r9
152.16
r7s .2t
189 .6 2
205.s5
2I7.98
264.68
330.55
357 .04
387 .70
407 .95
s4s .23
510.83

MEAN

27847
29294
284rs
28t7s
28064
30820
29435
26737
26537
27847
28096
264TT
26475
26674
2674I
26822
27rsl

9. 10
LI.22
11.57
13.58
ls .80
17 .77
2r.43
25.s3
27 .89
28. 18
33.91
45 .06
48.55
s2.33
54.92
60.97
67 .73

27690 ! 4.4%

Flow Transducer No.2

1

2

3
4
5
6
7
I
9

10
ll
I2
13
T4

766.5
695 .2
680 .4
593.6
382.7
515.s
270.r
25r.6
186 .4
159. 3
140 .3
r24.4
111.4
105.6

2.61
2. 88
2.94
3.37
5.23
6.34
7 .40
7 .95

L0.73
12 .5s
14.26
16.08
17 .95
18. 94

5 2838
52269
sÍls1
5 1s0B
s0s98
52416
4841 8
48868
4996 8

50092
50690
s1751
51975
s1698

68.9 3

75 .19
78.t2
86.77

L32.2L
166 .14
r79.26
L94.2s
268.07
3r4.45
361.30
416.00
466.56
489. s6

N{EAN

264r9
26t35
26s76
25754
2s299
26208
24209
24434
24984
2s046
25345
25876
25988
25849

9.4
10 .36
10 .60
I2.L3
18 .81
22.82
26.66
28.62
38.63
4s.20
st. s2
57.88
64.63
68.18

25580 ! 2.8%

ltL;"t"'.r' '
i-:i: ti:i-ì
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Figure B-1' a 
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pressure

B-1 Sample calculation of hydraulic dynanometer pressure fron the
semiconductor pressure transducer.

The calibration equation for the seniconductor pressure trans-

ducer was given by

V = 0.136 (APSC) + 0.0274 (5.1)

or APSC = 7.55 (V - 0.0274) (s.2)

From the data of Figure B-I.a, the average output voltage was

0.1871 V (as determined by planinetering):

Then APSC = 7.35 (0.1871 - 0.0274) = 1.1738 MPa.

The resulting average hydraulic clynarnometer pressures were used

in a conputer program to câlculate energy requirements (Appendix C).

B-2 Sample calculation of hydraulic dynamometer pressure for the strip
chart pressure recorder.

The calibration equation for the strip chart pressure recorder

was given by

APEA = 1.07 (IPEA + 0.159)

Fron the data of Figure B-1.b, the indicated pressure was 0.041

MPa (as determinel by planinetering). The actual or true pressure hlas

1.008 MPa. The average pressures were used to calculate energy require-

ments for the tillage implenents (Computer program, Appendix C).

....:..,[:
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APPENDIX C

ANALYSIS OF ENERGY REQUIREMENTS AND FUEI CONSIJMPTION

FOR TILLAGE

C-l Definitions relating to Appendix C.

C-2 Computer programs for calculating draft, energy
requirenents and fuel consumption.

C-3 Typical data print-out fro¡n the conputer.

l:t:t:.
llil;,
i,:::::
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C-1 Definitions relating to Appendix C

APSC = actual drawbar pressure from the Seniconductor pressure
transducer, MPa

APEA = actual drawbar pressure from the strip chart pressure
recorder, MPa

IPEA = indicated drawbar pressure from the strip chart pressure
recorder, MPa

V0LT = output voltage of the Seniconductor pressure transducer V

DISNO = no-load distance for 10 revolutions of the tractor drive
wheel, m

DISL = distance traversed with load for the tractor drive wheel, m

TIME = time for the distance travelled (DISL), s

KCY = hydraulic cylinder calibration constant, N/Pa

KCT = strip chart recorder constant, m/crn

WIDTH = width of the implenent, m

DRAFT = total draft requirement, kN

UD = draft per unit width of the inplement, N/m

SPEED = actual forward speed, km/h

POWER = power requirenents, klll

ENERGY = energ)r requirement per unit area, l'IJ/ha

SLIP = travel reduction (Equation 3.10), percent

SLIPI = travel reduction (Equation 3.11), percent

TNL = time for no-load distance, s

TL = time of the given distance at 1oad, s

LH = fuel consurnption, L/h

LHA = fuel consumption per unit area, L/ha

c = effective field capacity, ha/h
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'IEASUR¡I¡G 
ENERGY

¡ t{P LE }rE NT : HAßRoW

uoTH:14.33 ltETRES

KCY¡ O.oO3l N/PA

KCT : 2.O ,trG ll

DIS NO: 4q. b7 rt

NO. AP EA D ISL Î¡ÞIE
MPa Vìô 5

1 1.711 47.30 lô.50
z 2.1e6 46.6ó I 7.00

t 1.896 4?.60 17.ó0
1 2.041 47.20 ¡7.50
5 1 .837 47 .60 I ?.50
6 2.1¡4 47.00 16.50

RE0U¡RÉnErrS t tre

T,IEAN

9TD.

t.q ¿5

ORAFT

KN

5.t01
6.176
5 .877
6.3{0
5 .6e3
6.5r3

o. lø

C-3 Typical data print-out

C ONV ENT ¡ O NA L ItE¡ HOD I

IESI DATEs 16t77 OBll

[OCATION: GIENLÊA

SURFACE: II'LIÊD'O'gORNE CTAY

1'r,22

U.DR,AFT SPCÊO

N/wr knn/h

370.0{ ¡o.3¿
+l¿.84 9.88
410. C8 9.71

442.11 9.71

397 "Z 9 9.79
457.28 LO.?5

o.3'l
17. ¡O

0. 5l

''l::4;'i.i
.. .;t:jlìj:i

. .l'-"ii

. r t)!ril:i

6.0q0
0.6to

POIIE R

KW

t5.¿c1
I 8.5 89

15. I 93

17.100
15. 4 85

18.éé6

fron the cornputer

42A,qq
3q. lo

ENERGY ! /H
nf/h¡ Llr^

3.700 20.t85
+.728 . 22.+16
+. l0l u 0.879
1.12., 21. 5ô7

3.973 20.6+7
4.573 22.459

c.c5
0.27

l(o,822
l. 54

!,HA ¿51 ¡P
Llha f
1.385 1.77
1.t84 ó.10
1. {9ó 4. 17

1. 550 4. 97

1.4?l ¿r.¡7

L.528 5.38

4.250

.,'a,,.
li!.:: . .

):rl:ì

o.3q
2J.4on
o.88

t. Èo2

0. o7

1.qa
o.74
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}1ÉÀSUR¡NG ENERCY

¡IIPtEI,IENT:

lll DTH: 5'3?

KC Y: O'0o74 .

NO. VOL T APSC ORAFT

V t{Pe. kN

I 0.182+ 1.1497 8.474
2 O.¡898 l.l,e,t¡ 8.S36

3 0.187t 1.1743 8.690
4 O.la71 l.l7Ô3 8.g90

5 0.18ô3 1.1ó44 8.646
ó 0.1985 1. U 5S1 9.3¡O

REAU ¡RE}IENTS TSEñ¡ CON DUC TOR

Dtsf,eR gÊÉDER

'{ETRES
N 

'PA

ÌiEAN 0. ¡8A6 ¡. ¡848 8,768 1b32.68s 1. bq

ÉTD. o.or 0.04

U.ORAFT SPEED

N/h4 kvh/h

1570. 543 8. O¿

t6+5.524 7.32
1618 .1 6t 7.e5
1618.1é5 7.79
ló10.0t9 7 .51

1733.67? 7.5t

C-3 Concluded

PRESSURE TRÂNSDUCERI

T€sf DATE: lq?? og lt
LOCÁT¡ON: GLENLEA

SURÍACE: .OggOR$)E CLAY FA9AÞEAN

0.30

PO!'€R

kw

18.?83
17.ç73
19. l8 9

18.805
18.0{7
19.{62.

5TUÊ91Ê

ENERGY L/H
MVha Llh

15.7C5 22.526
te.155 22.065
¡É.182 22.758
ló. ¡8 2 22.519
16.101 ¿2.Lo7
L7.337 ?2.eL?

35. 07 0.27

lø,7to

L/HA ZSLI P

t /ho. y'.

5.232 8.¿l
5.6 ll L2.67
,.33L 7.r4
,.197 ?.89
,.178 10. ¡ 8

1.670 7.54

o,&
lb,3? 22.495
0.6s o.3¿

g.aâ2

o.t7

q. oo
2.O1.

: ;._ ': ì .' . ']:]
1,:.:...-,.i

(o
ts !

t
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APPENDIX D

DATA FOR ENERGY REQUTREMENTS AND FUEL CONSUMPTION

IN FIELD TESTS
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Table D-l Comparison of seniconductor pressure transducer and
strip chart pressure recorder (Mnal I

Inplenent
Strip Chart Pressure Recorder Pressure Trans.

III II IIIII

Double Disk

L.34s
1,.397
L.278
1.419
1. 515
1. 31s

1. 391
1.361
1.28s
1. 363
L.284
t.264

r.352
r.342
t.436
t.276
1.419
1.418

1.360 I.4L6
L.362 1.451
t.379 r.t24
1. 808 1. 815
I .529 t .506
1. 349 r.379

MEAN 1.345 L.325 t.374 I .465 t.449

9TD. 0 .05 0 .05 0.06 0.18 0.223

Harrow

I.732
2.235
I .9s4
2.0L3
1. 880
2.028

L.7LT
2.L86
1. 896
2.045
L.837
2.tL4

I.738
2.r72
1.973
2.032
1. 865
r.976

L.44L r.423
1. 831 I .840
1.480 1.419
t.670 L.675
r.504 1.465
r.627 L.577

MEAN 1.974 1.965 I .959 1.592 r.567

STD. 0.17 0.18 0 .15 0 .15 0. 16

Disker

r.047
0.974
1.033
1.02s
1.010
r.047

I .010
0.939
1.008
1.008
I .003
T.OT2

L.092
0.996
1.058
1 .065
r.032
0.903

1. 140 1. 136
1.194 1. 190
L .L74 L.T7L
L.t74 1.160
1. 168 1. 160
1.258 L.235

MEAN 7.023 0.997 r.024 1. 185 L.T76

STD. 0.03 0.03 0.07 0 .04 0.03

Hoe Drill

1.141
1.178
1.222
1. 156
1.215
1.141

1. 161
L.146
1.205
L.T25
1. 190
1. 105

1. 164
1.191
r.266
L.T7L
t.252
1. 156

L.286
t.337
I.375
t.27t
1.304
1. 125

1 .250
r.279
L.352
T.24L
I.277
r.274

MEAN L.L76 1. 155 1.200 r.283 .L.279

STD. 0.04 0.04 0 .05 0.09 0 .04

1\^Pressures r{ere analyzed by the nethods of Figure 5.13.

:{,



Table D-2.1 Comparison of measured energy requirenents for the seniconductor pressure transducer
and the conventional strip chart pressure recorder.

Test DISL
No. (m)

Implenent
ll¡idth
K..,,
K"i
DISNO

I
)
3
4
5
6

Time Speed Pressurel Unit
(s) (km/h) (MPa) Draft

(kN/n)

44.7 2L.L
44.8 2r.3
45.4 20.9
44.2 2L.4
45.3 2r.r
44.r 20 .9

Double Disk
4.0 m

0.0074 N/Pa
2.0 m/cm
51.0 n

Seniconductor Pressure Transducer

Ave. 44.8 2l.I

Srd.10.55 !0.20 !0.I2

7.63
7 .57
7 .82
7 .44
7 .74
7.60

lPt"rr,r"us were analyzed. using the planimeter (Method No. 2, Fig. 5.13).

L.36
1. 36
1. 38
1. 80
r.53
1. 35

Test Date : 1977 08 11
Surface : Osborne Clay (Fababean Stubble)
Location : GLenlea

7 .63

Power Energy
(kw) (MJ/ha)

2.52
2.52
2.55
5.54
2 .83
2. 50

L.47

r0.18

2r.3
2r.2
))?
27 .6
24 .3
2T.I

Pressurel unit Power
(MPa) Draft (kl{r)

(kN/¡n)

2.7L

Conventional Method

25.2
25.2
25.5
33 .5
28.3
25.0

10. 34

2s.0

!2.60

1. 39
L.36
L.28
L.36
r.28
r.26

27.L

r3.35

2.57 2t.7
2.52 2r-3
2.38 20.7
2.52 20.8
2.38 20.4
2.34 19.7

1. 33

Energy Equa.
(MJ/ha) 3.10

10.05

% Slip

2.45 20.8

2s.7
25.2
23.8
)ç, ')

23.8
23.4

r0. 1

Equa.
3. 11

12.4
L2.2
11.0
13.3
1l .1
13.5

10.68

24.5

L0.2
r0.2
11.3
IL.2
r0.2

r0 .98

12.2

!1.08

10 .6

:'.: ):.:

tI.32

roè
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Table D-2.2 Comparison of measured energy requirenents for the semiconductor pressure transducer
and the conventional strip chart pressure recorder.

Test DISL Tine Speed
No. (m) (s) (kn/h)

Implenent
IlJidrh
Kcv
Kct
DISNO

1

2
5
4
5
6

Discer seeder
5.37 m

0.0074 N/Pa
2.0 m/ cm
49.9 m

42.8 L9.2
43.L 21.2
42.4 19.2
42.2 19. s
41. 1 19 .7
4r.6 19.9

Semiconductor Pressure Transducer

Ave. 42.2 19.8

std. !0.7 !0.7 !0.27

Pressure
(MPa)

8.02
7 .32
7.9s
7 .79
7 .5L
7.53

tlnit
Draft
(kN/m)

1.14
1. 19
7.L7
r.17
I.T7
r.26

Test Date z 1977 08 11
Surface : Osborne Clay (Fababean Stubble)
Location : Glenlea

7.69

Power Energy
(kw) (MJlha)

1.s7
1.65
r.62
r.62
1.61
r.73

1.19

t0 .04

18.8
18.0
19.2
18. 8
18.1
19 .5

; .:i;,i,i

, .:-: ,i;i: ¡

' ']:

Conventional Method

L.63

Pressure
(MPa)

15 .7
16.5
L6.2
16.2
16 .1
17 ,3

10.06

18.7

Unit Power Energy Equa.
Draft (kW) (MJ/ha) 3.10
(N/rn)

1.01
0.94
1.01
L.02
1 .00
1.01

10.60 10.55

16 .3

1. 39
r.29
1. 39
1.39
1. 38
1.39

0.997

t6.7
14. I
16.s
16 .1
15 .5
r5.7

!0.03

% Srip

r.37

13.9
13.0
13. 9
13.9
13. 8
13 .9

10.04

ls.8

Equa.
3. 11

14.2
13.5
14. 9
15 .4
17 .5
16.6

!0.91

13.7

8.2r
L2.7

7 .54
7.9

L0.2
7.5

r0. 39

15 .4

11.5

9.0

;:i :

!2.L0

(o
ul

,iì
.li
.t;;:



Table D-2.3 Comparison of neasured energy requirenents for the semiconductor pressure transducer
and conventional strip chart pressure recorder

Test
No.

Inplenent
l^Jidrh
K"',t
K"i
DISNO

DïSL Time Speed
(m) (s) (km/h)

1

2

3
4
5

6

Hoe drill
4.1 ¡n

0.0074 N/Pa
2.0 m/ cn
49.6 n

44.6 20.r
46 .0 20 .2
46 .2 20 .3
44.8 20 .0
46.L 20.s
44 .8 20 .2

Semiconductor Pressure Transducer

Ave . 45 ,4 20 .2

Pressure
(MPa)

srd. t0.78 10.17.10.10

7.99
8.20
B. 19
B. 06
8. 10
7.98

Test Date : 1977 08 12
Surface : Osborne CIay (Fababean Stubble)
Location : Glenlea

r.29
r.34
1. 38
L.27
1. 30
1.13

Unit
Draft
(kN/n)

8. 09

Power Energy
(kw) (MJ/ha)

2.29
2.39
2.46
) )7
¿. s5
2.01

t.28

!0. 09

''1.:.

; :..i1::, iì:

2T.L2
22.53
23.L6
2I.06
2T.77
1B .46

2.29

Pressure Unit
(MPa) Draft

(kN/tn)

Conventional Method

23.0
23.8
24.6
22.7
23.3
20.r

!0.15

2L.34

.:!;:,).1

11.63 11.54

1. 16
1. 15
I.2T
1.13
1. 19
1.11

22.9

Power Energy Equa. Equa.
(kw) (Idllha) 3.10 3.11

2.08
2.0s
2.LS
2.01
2.L3
1.98

1. 16

19. 1

19. 3
20.3
18. 7

19. 8
18. 1

10.04

%-S_rip

2.07

20. 8
20.5
2I.5
20.r
2L.3
19.8

10.07

L9.2

10. 1

7.3
6.9
9.7
7.1
9.7

t0. 78

20.7

14.0
13.3
14.6
10.5
11 .9
12.s

r0.68

8.4

!1.5

12. B

11 .5

(o
o\

jT

lllj
ì1i;:



Table D-2,4 Comparison of measured energy requirenents for the semiconductor pressure transducer
and the conventional strip chart pressure recorder.

Inplenent
lr¡idrh
K"y 

,
Kct
DISNO

Test DISL Tine Speed
No. (m) (s) (km/h)

I
2
3
4
5
6

Harrow
14.3 n
0.0031 N/Pa
2.0 n/cm
49.7 m

47.3 16.5 10.3
46 .6 17 .0 9.88
47 .6 17 .6 9.74
47 .2 17 .S 9.7r
47 .6 17 .S 9.79
47 .0 16.5 10. 3

Seniconductor Pressure Transducer

Ave. 47 .2 17 .1

std. r0.37 10.5 !0.27

Pressure Unit
(MPa) Draft

(kN/m)

r.44
1. 83
1. 48
r.67
1. s0
r.63

Test Date ; L977 08 11
Surface : Tilled Osborne Clay
Location : Glenlea

9.95

Power Energy
(kw) (MJ/ha)

0.31 t2.8
0.396 ls.6
0.s20 12.4
0. 361 14.0
0.325 12.7
0.3s2 14.4

1 .59

r0. 15

0.344 13.6

3.L2
3.96
3.20
3.6r
3.25
3.52

Pressure tlnit
(MPa) Draft

(kN/m)

Conventional Method

!40.3 lL.62 t0 .40

r.7r
2.r9
r .90
2.05
1.84
2.LT

3.45

0 .370
0 .473
0 .410
0 .442
0.397
0 .457

Power Energy
(kw) (MJ/ha)

1.97

15.2
18.6
15.9
L7 .I
15 .5
18.7

r0. 18 139. 10

e" Slip

0.425

3.70
4.73
4. 10
4.42
3.97
4.57

Equa. Equa.
3. l0 3. 11

16 .8

4.77
6. 10
4.17
4.97
4. 17
5 .38

11.54 t0.39

4.25

4. 89
6 .14
5 .31
6.96
7 .76
5.31

4.93

lo.74 tl. 10

6 .06

(o
\¡

,E
llir



:'lt 1

Tést Average
No Pressure

(MPa)

rabre D-3 
:å:3#i,3i':l"inå"ffii#:ïï"äffi"äÍoÍ*'

Load : Tractor Test Date : L977 IL 02
KCY : 0.0074 N/Pa Surface : Grassy Field (Tests No.
KCT : L.974 m/cm Gravel Road (Tests No.

Drive Wheel
10-Turn

Distance
(cm)

3

4
J

5r

6

1. 83

2.2r

L.5t

r.64
2 .40

2.76

Time
(s)

10. 1

9.8

Return flow þulses for the flowneter from the fuel systen hrere very low as observed
on an oscil'l.oscope.

+
'Results rejected due to excessive slippage.

Speed
(k¡n/h)

13.6

22.8

11.3

19. 0

35.7

31.6

Power
(kl^I)

22.3

22.6

2s.0

22.6

2.0L

2.20

4.32

7 .L7

3.49

5.97

Nunber Nurnber
of Pulses of Pulses

in out

7.6

10. 0

rE2)
3to6)

12.2

24.2

17.2

33.9

Fuel Consunption

5 760

5067

3940

4502

6618

3628
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ORIGINAL PENETROMETER RESISTANCE DATA
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given by Eq. 5.6:

CI = (64.382x + 48.579)/1.3

CI = soil resistance in CI,

¡ = penetrometer recording

Fron the raw data (Fig. E-1)

= 10.7 cn (Test No. 1, South).

101

(s.6)
)

N/cn"

pen deflection, cm.

for a depth from the surface of 25

E-l Sanple Êllculation of the soil penetrometer resistance, CI.

The calibration equation for calculating the Cone Index was

where

cn, X

CI = Í64.382(10.7) + 48.5791/L.3 = 567.28 N/cm
2

The cone indices for the soil penetrometer resistance tests vJere

calculated by a coÍputer program and are sumrnarized in Table E-l.



Fie 1d
Condition

Table E-1 Average soil resistance (CI, N/cn2¡ b"fo"" and after tilling at Glenlea.

Osborne Clay
Fababean Stubble Disker seeder

Inplement

Double Disk

Treatments

Til1ed Osborne
Clay

Before

After

Before

After

Before

After
Hoe drill

Average soil resistance, CI, at different
- depths (cn)

Harrow

185.9

93.5

93.s

133. 1

133.1

164.5

10

347.2 46I.6

362.6 545.8

362.6 54s .8

252.0 372.5

252.0 372.5

248.7 370.8

15 20

Before

After

rr:f:,
:ll:.i

570.6 626.7 687.8

s83.8 63L.7 691.1

583.8 63L.7 691 . 1

453.4 473.2 577 .2

453.4 473.2 577 .2

420.4 474.8 s80.5

25

77 .0 L92.5

69.6 298.2

30

Standard
deviation
at5cm

410.s s64.0 6s8.1 707 .6

354. s 402 .2 435 .2 476 .s

68.8

46.0

46.0

61.1

61. I

t03.2

5L.7

32.8

'. ., .i

o
l\)

:l.t

':i



ENERGY REQUIREMENTS

APPENDIX F

TILLAGE AS ESTIMATED FROM ASAE DATA
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F-l Relationship between field test data at Glenleâ and ASAE data

The spring of L977 hras extremely wet and the planting season

was delayed. Due to wet fall conditions the fall tillage treatments

could not be performed. Therefore sorne of the energy requirements trrere

estinated fron ASAE data (ASAE D230,2, tll). The ASAE data were

modified to suit the depth of penetration used, the speed of operation

used, the type of implenent used and the soil conditíons at Glenlea.

Table F-l lists the estimated unit draft and fuel consu¡nption for the

moldboard plow, heavy duty cultivator and field cultivator. Fuel

consumption was estimated from Eq. 6.2.

:{,
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Table F-1 The estinated draft requirements and fuel
consunption.

Draft Fuel
Inplement Speed required constrmption

(kn/h) (kN/m) (L/ha)

Moldboard plow
(1 . B m-width, 10. 4 cm-deep) 7 .63 9 . S0 ZS .g

Heavy duty cultivator
(4.0 m-width)

Light tillage (Cultivator)
(4.0 n-width)

7 .63 4.92

7 .63 3 .35

19.4

I0.9
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APPENDIX G

ERROR ANALYSIS
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G-1 Consideration of Errors

Holman (1971) has described a method of estimating the

uncertainty in experinental ïesults [16l. The uncertainty in a given

function R of independent variables xl, x2, x3, . , xn is equal to

AR= (((ðR/âxt)^1)2 + ((âR/âxz)Az)2 *.

+ ((âR/ð:o-r)Ln727I/z

where ÂR is the uncertainty in the result and Âl , L2, , an are the

uncertainties in the independent variables.

The turcertainties of the voltage readings fro¡n the serniconductor

pressure transducer, Âv, the pressure readings from the conventional

strip chart pressure recorder, Âp, chart distances, ad, ground surface

distances, Ârnr, and tines, at, were estimated fron the scale readings.

The r¡ncertainties in the hydraulic cylinder constant ÂK"y, the chart

constants AK"¡ and the fuel consumption Af were the standard errors of
the hydraulic cylinder calibration constant, the chart constants and the

fuel consumption regression equation FCT. The respectíve standard errors

are listed in Table G-l.

G-2

The uncertainty in the measured power requirements using the

semiconductor pressure tTansducer can be deter¡nined by applying Eq. G-1.

The power requirement hras calculated by combining Eqs. s.2,3.4 and J.s.

The resulting equation is:

DBP = l0<- KcY K". d (v - 0.0274)/ (0.136 t)
Eq. G-l applied to Eq. G-2 resulrs in:

ADBP = ((A^V)2 + (BAK. y)' * (CAKct)z + (DLd)z

. + (EÂr) r)t/,
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Table G-1 The estinated r¡¡rcertainties in the experimental paraneters.

Physical Variable Value of lJncertainty

AV

Ap

Ad

Âw

Ar

AKcy

AKct
Af

t 5.0

r 0.069

r 0.05

t 0.01

I 0.1

r 5.806

t 2.5 x

t 0.83

nV

MPa

cm

m

s

-6 N/PaY

n/cm

(L/h) lkw

x10

10- 3

Vt"or reference 6.

i:::::r:ì.::i:i
,i:ll:r:i.ìr:'

iil¡liÈ.;l'¡;iìl
ii: i.::1,__.1.:
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where A, B, C, D and E are the partial derivatives of equation G-1.

Applied to Eq. G-2 the partial derivatives are:

A = tos K.y K.t d/o.r36t

g = toS(v - 0.0274)Kú dlo.rs6t

c = tos(v - o.oz74)*., u/o.t36r

o = to3(v - 0.0274)K.y K"./o,1g6r

E = -t03(v - 0 .0274)K.y K"t d/0.Ls6tz

The data for the disker seeder (from Table 6.2 and Appendix D)

were substituted into Eq. G-3 with the following result:

ADBP = t 0.59 klJ

DBP was calculated as 18.71 kltl so that the relative error was

t 3.2 percent.

The average uncertainties in the measurement of pouJer, energy

requirements and fuel consumption were calculated using the methods as

given above and are listed in Table G-2.

i,r " :¡

f;i;':'



Table G-2 Typical percent uncertaintieb in the measurenent of energy requirements, pouler requirements
and fuel consunptions (for data of Table 6.2 and Appendix D).

Implenent

Double Disk

Disker Seeder

Hoe Drill

Harrow

Drawbar Power
(kllr)

Semiconductor
pressure transducer

2.6

3.2

2.9

2.4

Tillage Energy
(MJ/ha)

2.5

3.1

2.9

2.3

t

Conventional strip chart
pressure recorder

Drawbar Power
(kI{I)

5.6

7.4

6.4

3.8

Tillage Energy
(MJ/ha)

! 5.6

! 7.4

! 6.4

r 3.8

Fue I
Consunption

(L/ha)

t 3.4

3.7

3.5

3.9

H

o

l:,:il
. :,:i:
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